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Be.You.Tiful 2016-10-14
wouldnt it be awesome if you could have a conversation with someone about anything no matter how tricky the topic and still not be judged
growth and conversations go hand in hand both represent each other in a classical conversation our aspirations our thoughts our sense of
responsibility can all shift because we begin to perceive life differently after meeting different people this allows us to arrive at new
interpretations and choices that truly make greater sense and impact as we dwell in a technology driven era our conversations are
endangered because we have abandoned face to face conversations in the name of mere connections if you are wanting struggling trying to
find a place where you can learn and have conversations even the hard ones if you are ready to deepen your awareness develop emotional
flexibility or simply tease your curiosity this book is for you in the book be you tiful author and counselor sunita k mani offers
practical guidelines on how to deal with everyday issuesbig or small addiction infatuation career body image parents friendships and more
it contains chunks of conversations related to different aspects that define the life of a young adult divided into short crisp segments of
dialogues pertaining to a concerned topic sunita journeys through the minds of youngsters sunita has helped many young adults search their
souls and find their answers to complex problems and a way out of tricky situations she presents be you tiful to help young people build
their self confidence dismantle inner obstacles and find the courage to chase their passion

Distress Signals 2016-05-05
an irish times and usa today bestseller one of amazon uk s rising star best debuts of 2016 winner best mystery independent press awards
2017 usa shortlisted for books are my bag iba crime novel of the year 2016 shortlisted for the cwa john creasey new blood dagger 2017
shortlisted for the 2016 bord gais energy irish book awards crime did she leave or was she taken the day adam dunne s girlfriend sarah
fails to return from a barcelona business trip his perfect life begins to fall apart days later the arrival of her passport and a note that
reads i m sorry s sets off real alarm bells he vows to do whatever it takes to find her adam is puzzled when he connects sarah to a cruise
ship called the celebrate and to a woman estelle who disappeared from the same ship in eerily similar circumstances almost exactly a year
before to get the answers adam must confront some difficult truths about his relationship with sarah he must do things of which he never
thought himself capable and he must try to outwit a predator who seems to have found the perfect hunting ground distress signals is a
highly confident and accomplished debut novel impeccably sustained with not a false note the exploration of the often murky backstage
workings of the luxury liner world is fascinating and there is a psychologically acute portrait of a killer that is genuinely moving we
will hear a great deal more of this author irish times

Grandma's Cookie Jar 2013-10
ray renshaw retires and plans a leisurely travelling holiday around australia things don t always go to plan and ray finds himself in some
unexpected and difficult situations the characters of the australian outback feature prominently along with other not so savoury characters
a plane crash sets up ray s first adventure as he tries to survive in the bush he also has some good times as a hotel owner and country
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gentleman his travels allow him to meet and get to know many different true aussies

Healing the Fragmented Selves of Trauma Survivors 2017-02-24
healing the fragmented selves of trauma survivors integrates a neurobiologically informed understanding of trauma dissociation and
attachment with a practical approach to treatment all communicated in straightforward language accessible to both client and therapist
readers will be exposed to a model that emphasizes resolution a transformation in the relationship to one s self replacing shame self
loathing and assumptions of guilt with compassionate acceptance its unique interventions have been adapted from a number of cutting edge
therapeutic approaches including sensorimotor psychotherapy internal family systems mindfulness based therapies and clinical hypnosis
readers will close the pages of healing the fragmented selves of trauma survivors with a solid grasp of therapeutic approaches to traumatic
attachment working with undiagnosed dissociative symptoms and disorders integrating right brain to right brain treatment methods and much
more most of all they will come away with tools for helping clients create an internal sense of safety and compassionate connection to even
their most dis owned selves

An Absolutely Remarkable Thing 2018-09-25
the instant 1 new york times bestseller sparkling with mystery humor and the uncanny this is a fun read but beneath its effervescent tone
more complex themes are at play san francisco chronicle in his wildly entertaining debut novel hank green cocreator of crash course
vlogbrothers and scishow spins a sweeping cinematic tale about a young woman who becomes an overnight celebrity before realizing she s part
of something bigger and stranger than anyone could have possibly imagined the carls just appeared roaming through new york city at three a
m twenty three year old april may stumbles across a giant sculpture delighted by its appearance and craftsmanship like a ten foot tall
transformer wearing a suit of samurai armor april and her best friend andy make a video with it which andy uploads to youtube the next day
april wakes up to a viral video and a new life news quickly spreads that there are carls in dozens of cities around the world from beijing
to buenos aires and april as their first documentarian finds herself at the center of an intense international media spotlight seizing the
opportunity to make her mark on the world april now has to deal with the consequences her new particular brand of fame has on her
relationships her safety and her own identity and all eyes are on april to figure out not just what the carls are but what they want from
us compulsively entertaining and powerfully relevant an absolutely remarkable thing grapples with big themes including how the social
internet is changing fame rhetoric and radicalization how our culture deals with fear and uncertainty and how vilification and adoration
spring for the same dehumanization that follows a life in the public eye the beginning of an exciting fiction career an absolutely
remarkable thing is a bold and insightful novel of now

Keeping Mum 2016-05-17
in the aftermath of her mother s stroke a bond is forged betwixt strange signs and unexpected events exhausted by circumstances laura gives
her mother up to the first of three nursing homes and keeps her mouth shut about it all until now
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The Shade of Night 2015-03-10
mary shane comes home from school one day to find her mother beaten to unconsciousness this leads her on a perilous journey to find her
father the man that has spent her entire life on the run always nothing more than a shadow she must play his deadly game become the very
darkness he hides in if she ever wants to have a chance at the love she found and the normal life she used to take for granted as mary
shane makes her way into the deadly world her father lives in a world where people have seemingly magical powers and always seem to be one
step ahead of you she discovers that maybe his frequent disappearances and constant paranoia were justified she finds herself forced to
make dangerous decisions and do things she never in her worst nightmare had to face with the government chasing her every footstep she must
find her father before they do if she ever hopes to survive this wild ride and earn the right to live she discovers that everything she s
ever experienced is because of her father and as she begins to put the pieces together she wonders if there is more to this story than
anyone else knows

Mr. Lockyer's Logic. [A Criticism of His "Science Primers. Astronomy".] Dedicated to the
Members of the London School Board 1876
the contributors to this pathbreaking book both scholars and community members are navajo dinâe people who are coming to personal terms
with the complex matrix of dinâe culture their contributions exemplify how indigenous peoples are creatively applying tools of
decolonization and critical research to re create indigenous thought and culture for contemporary times

The Sword & The Serpent 2014-05-08
love is a myth that s the belief of frida mckenzie devoted member of the love delusion movement determined to cure humans of our ridiculous
obsession with love but there s something she s forgotten when frida finds a mysterious picture of herself with a man she barely knows the
certainties she has about her world begin to unravel what are the sinister roots of the cult that seems to have gripped humanity why can t
she remember anything about her life before including the strange ly attractive man in that picture and just when exactly did she take up
fantasy role play as a battle approaches that s been millennia in the making it s beginning to look like there s only one question that
really matters if love conquers all what happens when it s gone praise for the gods of love a proper page turner suspenseful mysterious
spooky and witty and great fun justin myers author of the last romeo adventurous magical and very very funny emma jane unsworth author of
animals

DinŽ Perspectives 2017-09-05
a celebrated pioneer of fantasy fiction the irish writer and dramatist lord dunsany produced seminal works such as the king of elfland s
daughter noted for their imaginative power and intellectual ingenuity dunsany achieved great fame and success with his early short stories
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and plays conjuring mysterious kingdoms of fairies and gods in richly coloured prose while promoting a characteristic element of the
macabre for the first time in publishing history this comprehensive ebook presents dunsany s complete fictional works with numerous
illustrations many rare texts informative introductions and the usual delphi bonus material version 2 beautifully illustrated with images
relating to dunsany s life and works concise introductions to the novels and other texts all 13 novels with individual contents tables
features many rare novels appearing for the first time in digital publishing including the charwoman s shadow and the blessing of pan
images of how the books were first published giving your ereader a taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the texts special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories includes all of the jorkens short story collections published during
dunsany s lifetime please note some of the posthumous tales cannot appear due to copyright restrictions rare story collections available in
no other ebook including the man who ate the phoenix easily locate the short stories you want to read dunsany s scarce poetry collection
fifty poems first time in digital print includes the two sirens autobiographies features a bonus biography discover dunsany s literary life
ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres updated with improved texts and more images contents the novels don
rodriguez chronicles of shadow valley 1922 the king of elfland s daughter 1924 the charwoman s shadow 1926 the blessing of pan 1927 the
curse of the wise woman 1933 up in the hills 1935 rory and bran 1936 my talks with dean spanley 1936 the story of mona sheehy 1939
guerrilla 1944 the strange journeys of colonel polders 1950 the last revolution 1951 his fellow men 1952 the jorkens series the travel
tales of mr joseph jorkens 1931 jorkens remembers africa 1934 jorkens has a large whiskey 1940 the fourth book of jorkens 1947 jorkens
borrows another whiskey 1954 other short story collections the gods of pegana 1905 time and the gods 1906 the sword of welleran and other
stories 1908 a dreamer s tales 1910 the book of wonder 1912 fifty one tales 1915 tales of wonder 1916 tales of war 1918 unhappy far off
things 1919 tales of three hemispheres 1919 the man who ate the phoenix 1949 the little tales of smethers and other stories 1952 the short
stories list of short stories in chronological order list of short stories in alphabetical order the plays five plays 1914 plays of gods
and men 1917 if 1921 plays of near and far 1922 seven modern comedies 1928 plays for earth and air 1937 the poetry collection fifty poems
1929 the non fiction nowadays 1918 the autobiographies while the sirens slept 1944 the sirens wake 1945 the biography dunsany the dramatist
1917 by edward hale bierstadt

Out of the Depths: A Romance of Reclamation 2019-09-05
this rich and lively anthology offers a broad selection of middle english poetry from about 1200 to 1500 c e including more than 150
secular and religious lyrics and nine complete or extracted longer works all translated into modern english verse that closely resembles
the original forms five complete satires and narratives illustrate important conventions of the period athelston a historical romance the
cock and the fox a beast fable by robert henryson sir orfeo a breton lai saint erkenwald an alliterative saint s life and the land of
cockayne a fantasy the book concludes with substantial excerpts from longer narratives such as piers plowman and confessio amantis the
poems are accompanied by introductions notes marginal glosses source notes and appendixes including a bibliography and a list to help
readers locate the lyrics in current original language editions
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The Love Delusion: a sharp, witty, thought-provoking fantasy for our time 2017-06-27
features elizabeth gaskell s work this work brings together her journalism her shorter fiction which was published in various collections
during her lifetime her early personal writing including a diary written between 1835 and 1838 when she was a young mother her five full
length novels and the life of charlotte bronte

Delphi Complete Works of Lord Dunsany (Illustrated) 1897
how great is spain how mighty from the rugged mountains of the asturias their base washed by stormy waves and the giddy heights of the
pyrenean precipices an eternal barrier between rival peoples to the balmy plains of the south where summer ever reigns a world within
itself with a world s variety quien dice españa dice todo and its history is as varied as the land first according to the legend hercules
set his pillars or keys the ne plus ultra of land and sea on the rock of calpe gibraltar in europe and on abyla ceuta in africa and that no
one should doubt it he placed his temple on the water logged flats half sea half land behind cadiz long remembered by the moors as the
district of idols near the city of gades where geryon dwelt from whom hercules lifted that troop of fat oxen which he was destined so long
to drive wearily about the earth in memory of all which charles the fifth the great emperor carried hercules pillars on his shield with the
proud motto ne plus ultra and the city of cadiz gades still bears them as its arms then tradition past came invaders from the earliest
times celts phœnicians and greeks driving the iberians from their rightful lands the carthaginians too crossed from africa along the
southern coast and settled at cartagena which still bears their name the romans next appeared victorious under pompey and cæsar spreading
over spain but especially powerful at seville cordoba toledo segovia and tarragona where they have left their mark in mighty monuments a
race of uncivilised warriors followed from the north so powerful that two roman emperors perished in battle with them of the precise seat
of the gothic nation it is hard to speak with certainty it is however known that they came from the extreme north spreading to the borders
of the black sea into asia minor in the east and to the south of spain in the west they are mentioned by pliny about sixty years before
christ and later by tacitus who twice refers to them as gothones there were so many tribes visigoths astrogoths gepidæ and even vandals
that their story is as a tangled web mixed with that of all nations but it is clear that those who concern our present purpose came down
into spain from narbonne and toulouse it is strange how soon these savage northmen discarded their wooden idols woden thor and balder the
gods of thunder and of the sun so that when constantine the great christianised the world the gothic chief wulfila was ready to become a
convert who this wulfila was and how he came to be at constantinople is not clear as bishop of the goths he returned to missionarise his
countrymen the dacian tribes in the mighty plains of philippopolis a d 310 314 and made a translation of the bible into gothic even in our
own day something of this precious manuscript remains beautifully written in letters of gold on purple vellum at the swedish university of
upsala

“The” Laughable Stories 2007-02-28
reproduction of the original memoirs of sir wemyss reid 1842 1885 by stuart j reid
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Middle English Poetry in Modern Verse 2017-09-29
thrilling adventure tale set in 10th century england as the first millennium closes anglo saxon england is gripped by fear and expectation
of the end of the world but an ancient prophesy foretells a hero a man of destiny who will redeem the people but who is he and can he be
found in time as viking raiders plan invasion and conquest the second of his mercian trilogy series this new story by martin wall is based
on two anglo saxon sagas which were lost after the norman conquest the saga of edmund ironside and the saga of edric streona the most
dastardly villain in english history the darkest period of anglo saxon times the disastrous reign of king ethelred the unready forms the
backdrop for this epic tale of one man s quest as he traverses a country stricken by internal division intrigue and invasion by the vikings

The Works of Elizabeth Gaskell, Part I vol 7 2015-09-11
rees howells was a man of little worldly fame yet through norman grubb s best selling biography his life story is known to millions born in
a welsh mining village he left school at twelve and worked in a tin mill and a coal mine as he came to know the redeeming power of his lord
and saviour he faced the implications of an entire surrender learned to love the unlovely and found the key to the power of prayer as a
result he became a man of great christian inspiration to others in both britain and southern africa where he became the channel of a mighty
revival norman grubb describes all this but also the foundation of the bible college of wales at swansea perhaps the greatest monument of
his work and the intercessory prayer that became the hallmark of rees howells impacting as it did on national policy and international
affairs rees howells life was so great that the church of christ still feels the impact of his truths of the spirit and the scriptures in a
unique and amazing way every chapter in this biography is full of drama and light rees howells intercessor is an enthralling story told
with simplicity humanity and humour and it has proved an inspiration for nearly half a century

Old Court Life in Spain (Complete) 2018-05-15
an enraged blood thirsty beast like warrior is on his way to the city of lel tessin five adventurers undertake the challange of stopping
him before reaching the city walls but when they are finally up against the man it turns out that the stranger arrives with a spine
chilling mission and no one is able to stop him not only the five of them the determined company of fighters realize that the danger is
greater than they have ever thought and it is not only threatening their city but their whole world is facing ultimate peril

Memoirs of Sir Wemyss Reid 1842-1885 2017-09-05
the best evidence that this book characterizes the spirit of buddhism correctly can be found in the welcome it has received throughout the
entire buddhist world it has even been officially introduced in buddhist schools and temples of japan and ceylon the eminent feature of the
work is its grasp of the difficult subject and the clear enunciation of the doctrine of the most puzzling problem of tman as taught in
buddhism so far as we have examined the question of tman ourselves from the works of the southern canon the view taken by dr paul carus is
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accurate and we venture to think that it is not opposed to the doctrine of northern buddhism

The Casting Away of Mrs. Lecks and Mrs. Aleshine 2014-04-15
darkness looms over eastern rogal the spirits are fading the bandits are conquering and kingdoms are crumbling nicolas justin and dorothy
must protect their families when their city benith is destroyed by the bandit clans after terrible struggles to survive in the warua forest
they join the order of light and learn magic their quest to defeat the bandit kings takes an unexpected turn when the spirits declare them
chosen destined to destroy the spirit of calamity from terrifying wolvans monstrous demons cruel bandits and the curse of the elves nicolas
justin and dorothy must overcome all obstacles or lose everything the rise of the archons is a story about war struggle and hope ghassan
jabali is an aspiring novelist who has written various stories on fantasy drama and science fiction his first book the great archons was
originally written when he was only 16 years old he currently lives in las vegas nevada and studies to get his bachelor s degree in english

In the wake of the comet star: a Mercian tale 2014-09-25
there s an old saying learn from other people s mistakes life is too short to make them all yourself gabriel jacob israel tried to make
them all herself thankfully she failed neither her sordid childhood nor her troubled teens nor her misguided twenties could stop an
almighty god from making sure this once wayward girl failed every attempt to do bad all by herself a journey through the raw real and
oftentimes graphic events of gabriel s life the breaking is the true story of a love that blooms between a young woman and the god who
refused to give her up without a fight you will discover like gabriel did that despite your past god is well able to set your best days in
front of you

Rees Howells, Intercessor 2012-03-21
this carefully crafted ebook the sea adventures boxed set 20 maritime novels tales of seas and sailors illustrated is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents the cruise of the dazzler the sea wolf adventure a son of the sun the mutiny of
the elsinore the cruise of the snark tales of the fish patrol white and yellow the king of the greeks a raid on the oyster pirates the
siege of the lancashire queen charley s coup demetrios contos yellow handkerchief south sea tales the house of mapuhi the whale tooth mauki
yah yah yah the heathen the terrible solomons the inevitable white man the seed of mccoy jack london 1876 1916 was an american novelist
journalist and social activist his amazing life experience also includes being an oyster pirate railroad hobo gold prospector sailor war
correspondent and much more he wrote adventure novels sea tales stories of the gold rush tales of the south pacific and the san francisco
bay area most of which were based on or inspired by his own life experiences
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Tracing The Worm 1895
this revised edition contains several new speeches many of which are taken from plays written and produced during the last five years there
are speeches for a variety of accents and ages to suit all audition requirements an introductory section contains invaluable comments from
directors casting directors actors and teachers among those contributing are sir peter hall national theatre director and founder of the
royal shakespeare company robert palmer voice teacher at the royal academy of dramatic art casting director doreen jones tim reynolds
principal of the academy drama school stage and film dialect coach penny dyer and barry grantham director and exponent of commedia dell
arte

The Gospel of Buddha 2013-06
most people don t realize that during the war in europe in the 1940s it took an average of six support soldiers to make the work of four
combat soldiers possible most of what s available in the literature tends toward combat narratives and yet the support soldiers had complex
and unique experiences as well this book is based on personal correspondence and it is primarily a memoir that creates a picture of the day
to day realities of an individual soldier told in his own words as much as he could tell under the wartime rules of censorship that is as
well as giving insight into what it was actually like to be an american soldier during wwii it explores the experiences of a non combat
army utilities engineer working in a combat zone during the war in europe and takes the protagonist from basic training through various
overseas assignments in this case to england north africa and italy as a support soldier under eisenhower and his successors at allied
force headquarters it also includes some reflections about his life after returning to oregon when the war was over the soldier involved is
captain harold alec daniels osu class of 1939 rotc and most of the letters were written to his wife mary daniels attended u of o in the
late 1930s they are the author s parents and she inherited the letter collection photos and all other primary source materials after her
mother s death in 2006

The Great Archons 2015-11-03
this ebook bundle contains the first four novels of the thaddeus lewis mystery series during the wild era before confederation thaddeus
lewis a saddlebag preacher mourns the mysterious death of his daughter sarah as he rides to his new posting in prince edward county but
soon other deaths hang over lewis s head and the list of suspects is growing a four star selection that will be loved by all mystery fans
suspense magazine kellough does a fine job of bringing life to the times and to her ministerial hero on horseback the national post
includes the burying ground thaddeus lewis mystery 4 new thaddeus reunites with an old friend in less than cheerful circumstances to catch
a grave robber who is preying on a vagrants cemetery and stealing more than bodies the two soon find themselves entangled in a mystery that
stretches back to the typhus epidemic of 1847 and the legacy of a scandal many would prefer left buried 47 sorrows thaddeus lewis mystery 3
in 1847 black 100 000 irish emigrants are fleeing to canada when a corpse washes up naked but for a small green ribbon the mystery exposes
a vendetta that began in ireland sowing poison thaddeus lewis mystery 2 the wife of a vanished man begins to hold seances for villagers
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claiming she can contact the dead thaddeus s ethical objections propel him on a twisted path on the head of a pin thaddeus lewis mystery 1
with a serial killer loose in upper canada lewis must track the culprit across a colony convulsed by invasion and fear his only clues are a
book of proverbs and a small painted pin left with the victims

The Breaking 2017-04-03
musaicum books presents to you this unique collection designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability
on all devices content mary shelley frankenstein the mortal immortal john william polidori the vampyre bram stoker dracula the jewel of
seven stars gaston leroux the phantom of the opera marjorie bowen black magic james malcolm rymer thomas peckett prest sweeney todd the
demon barber of fleet street washington irving the legend of sleepy hollow charles dickens the mystery of edwin drood oscar wilde the
picture of dorian gray edgar allan poe the tell tale heart the murders in the rue morgue the black cat henry james the turn of the screw
the ghostly rental h p lovecraft the dunwich horror the shunned house algernon blackwood the willows a haunted island ancient sorceries
théophile gautier clarimonde the mummy s foot richard marsh the beetle arthur conan doyle the hound of the baskervilles the silver hatchet
joseph sheridan le fanu carmilla uncle silas ann radcliffe the mysteries of udolpho the italian m r james ghost stories of an antiquary a
thin ghost and others wilkie collins the haunted hotel the devil s spectacles Émile erckmann alexandre chatrian the man wolf the waters of
death amelia b edwards monsieur maurice the phantom coach mary e wilkins freeman the wind in the rose bush the shadows on the wall arthur
machen the great god pan the terror william hope hodgson the house on the borderland the night land m p shiel shapes in the fire ralph
adams cram black spirits and white grant allen the reverend john creedy wilhelm hauff the severed hand adelbert von chamisso shadowless man
edward bulwer lytton the haunted and the haunters robert e howard beyond the black river devil in iron people of the dark david lindsay the
haunted woman marie belloc lowndes from out the vast deep edward bellamy dr heidenhoff s process

THE SEA ADVENTURES - Boxed Set: 20+ Maritime Novels & Tales of Seas and Sailors 1893
i can still hear them i hear them in my head all the time those songs i sang but i don t sing them anymore alfie keeps hiding beth s
gardening gloves she s got lots to do and it s just not funny anymore why won t he realise that gardening is helping her forget everything
why can t he see she s still not over her divorce why can t he just be nice based on a true story of a woman who struck up an unlikely
friendship with a wounded crow as the crow flies is a heart warming story of friendship healing and kindness from award winning playwright
hattie naylor a funny moving and timeless story of our endless fascination with birds as the crow flies was first produced by pentabus
theatre company in march 2017

The People's Bible: John 2014-05-20
somewhere eons past the seekers had begun as weapons cyborg war machines nuclear explosions and powerful lasers meant little to them for
each was larger than ten battleships and subsisted on a diet of heavy metals preferably radioactive soon the seekers began their own
lifeburst flying to nearby stars evolving eating destroying our solar system was next
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Audition Speeches for Women 2017-09-05
after the brutal war with the trojans and the mourning of the death of achilles the heroic king ulysses sets course for home but in the
process insults the god poseidon the angry god causes ulysses and his crew to wander the sea for years as they get tempted by banished gods
fight off mighty monsters and even descend to the gates of the greek hell tartarus to rescue a wayward crew member meanwhile those in
ulysses kingdom try to court his forlorn wife who eagerly await her husband s return

The Maids of Paradise 1873
like many ideas that inform policy practice and research transition has many meanings children make a transition to adulthood pupils move
from primary to secondary school and there is then a movement from school to work training or further education transitions can lead to
profound and positive change and be an impetus for new learning for some individuals and be unsettling difficult and unproductive for
others transitions have become a key concern for policy makers and the subject of numerous policy changes over the past ten years they are
also of interest to researchers and professionals working with different groups transitions and learning through the lifecourse examines
transitions across a range of education life and work settings it explores the claim that successful transitions are essential for
educational inclusion social achievement and economic prosperity and that individuals and institutions need to manage them more effectively
aimed primarily at academic researchers and students at all levels of study across a range of disciplines including education careers
studies sociology feminist and cultural studies this book is the first systematic attempt to bring together and evaluate insights about
educational life and work transitions from a range of different fields of research contributions include the transition between home and
school the effects of gender class and age transitions to further and higher education transitions for students with disabilities
transitions into the workplace learning within the workplace approaches to managing transitions

Public Opinion 1869

Poetical Works ... 2019-02-20

Keeping the Lights on for Ike 2015-07-11
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Thaddeus Lewis Mysteries 4-Book Bundle 2018-12-21

WARLOCK'S PLAY: 550+ Supernatural Mysteries, Macabre & Horror Classics 2017-05-16

As the Crow Flies 2013-07-31

Lifeburst 2017-09-27

The Odyssey 2009-10-16

Transitions and Learning Through the Lifecourse 1873

The Poetical Works

Matthew HenryÕs Commentary on the Whole Bible: Volume V-III - John
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